Customer Profile
Oil Pipeline Facilities Managed by TabWare CMMS / EAM

About Wyoming Pipeline Company:
Wyoming Pipeline Company owns and operates pipeline in northeastern Wyoming in conjunction with its sister company Wyoming Refining Company. Wyoming Refining Company refines crude oil into a range of products including gasoline, distillates (diesel), liquefied petroleum gas, jet fuel and residuals. Wyoming Pipeline Company and Wyoming Refining Company both operate as subsidiaries of Black Elk Refining, LLC, which is headquartered in Houston, Texas.

Black Elk Energy is an ethical and ecological-minded business, and their approach is to extend the economic life of fields and deliver a greater volume of reserves to the US Energy Market.

“"We are looking forward to using TabWare to help us efficiently plan and track work orders and manage spare parts inventory for our Newcastle pipeline station, as well as our station in Rapid City."

Nelson Holwell, Director of Pipeline Operations
Wyoming Pipeline Company

Challenges & Requirements:
- Manage maintenance operations
- Track and record asset history
- Proven success and Oil & Gas industry experience
- Assistance with regulatory compliance activities
- Ease-of-use
- Multiple plant setup options with a single database architecture

“We have been very pleased with the results of TabWare at our Wyoming Refining facility, so we naturally chose to implement it at Wyoming Pipeline Company, as well.”

- Nelson Holwell
Wyoming Pipeline Company

TabWare Benefits:
- Improvements in uptime and maintenance efficiency
- Plans and tracks work orders
- Manages spare parts inventory
- Configures TabWare according to specific business rules and processes
- Improves Preventive Maintenance (PM) processing